PAWS UNIVERSITY
KINDERGARTEN PREP ACADEMY
with Plambeck Early Childhood Education Center

JUNE 1-26, 2020
MONDAY-FRIDAY | 9:00-11:30AM

ONLY open to students registered to begin Kindergarten in August 2020

UNK’s Plambeck Early Childhood Education Center (2121 College Avenue)
$240 per student (includes four weeks of instruction)

Jump start your child’s academic and social readiness by enrolling them in the Kindergarten Prep Academy. During these four weeks of exploration, children will practice common kindergarten procedures and routines, develop fine motor skills, begin phonemic (reading) awareness, and work on numerical understanding. Students will also work on social and emotional regulation to help them excel when they begin kindergarten this fall.

CLASS SIZE IS LIMITED.
REGISTER AT UNK.EDU/PAWSUNIVERSITY
QUESTIONS: PAWS@UNK.EDU | 308.865.8643